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Ploy-by~Pioy of Lobo-Army Game
Editor's Note: This is the nrst .
time a complete play-by-play has
'been carried in the Daily J.obo.
By Paul Shodal
'
The following is the play-by-play
ot the Army-New Mexico game,
played at Michie stadium, Wef!t
Point, N. Y., Nov. 11. We hope 1t
will serve a purpose in showing
how improved tl:le Lobos' play was
over the past five weeks.
New Mexico kicked to Army.
l3laik passed to Martin for 6. Blaik's
pass to Weaver was broken up.
Pollard hit the middle for 3 and
Blaik punted to the NM 24.

punted out on Army 41.
Filipski hit middle for 6. He hit
same :for 9. Blaik threw to Foldberg
fo. 5, Filipski failed to gain. Blaik
tried passJ rushed by Logan, thl'OWn
for 10 ya, loss. Filipski ran right
end for 21. Fischl. hit center for 9.
Filipski fumbled, · recovered by
Guiney on NM 24. Hill hit off tackle
fol.' 3. Lateral, Cox ·to McSmith,
made 4. Hill lost 1 in the center.
Hill. punt!ld, partially blocked by
Shira, out on NM 30.

Hill made two yards off right
tackle. McSmith carried off tackle
for 24. Hill again ran off tackle for
2 and Orosco punt~d. The Army
safely fumbled the punt, but recovered.
Martin ran off his left tackle tor
8. Blaik threw perfectly to Foldberg, who dropped the pass over
center. Pollack ran his left end for
7 and a first down. Blaik tried to
pass, was blocked by Bernitsky and
Newman. Martin ran off guard for
8. Blaik threw to Pollard for 4.
Blaik punted to Hill on NM 15.
·. Martin made 10 around J.E,
'fumbled; but Ackerson of Army
'came up with ball in the midst of
several Lobos. Pollard ran tor first
'down. Martin runs to Lobo 43. Pollard ran through left side, picked
·UP blockers nicely, and raced 43
yards for the score. Pollard converted. '7-0.
Pollard kicked to Hill on goal
line. Return of 30 yds. Hill s}ipped
going inside right end, no gain.
Hughes passed to Hill, good for 24
yds. McSmith threw good block. Cox
made off right guard. Cox made 2
in center for first down on Army 34.
Hill made 3 in the middle. Hughes'
pass to McSmith was incomplete.
End of 1st quarter. Army '7, New
.Mexico 0.
·

Filipski ran right end for 2.
Fischl hit the center for 8, then hit
off tackle for '7. Filipski made 5 and
first down on NM '7. Blaik crossed
Lobos up bu passing to Foldberg for
score. Pollard converted. Army 30,
New Mexico 0.
Pollard kicked to Hill on NM 3,
return of 22 yards. Hughes thrown
for 4 yard loss. Hughes :rushed in
passing, thrown :for 13 yard loss,
Speer fumbled attempting to punt.
Army took over on NM 2. Filipski
scored off right guard. Pollard converted. Score: Army 8'7, NM 0.
Pollard ldcked to Cox, return of
18 yards. .McSmith failed to gain.
Price passed to McSmith :for 9. Hill
made 4 off left guard. Hill gained 3
over right guard. Price's pass, intended for Speer incomplete (a juggle act by both t"eams). Price passed
to Hill for 5. McLaughlin made 3
3 and first down on Army 47. On
the most deceptive of the Lobos'
plays, Price lateraled to McLaughlin for 9. Price passed to Hill, no
gain. Hill hit the center for first
down. McJ.aughlin made 4 off left

DAitY LOBO
Filipski made 5 off left tackle.
Boyle made 5 off tackle, Reich found
Weaver behind the"defendoo;s, threw·
to him for a score. The play covered
6'7 yards. (5 min., 41 sec., of 4th qt.)
Pollard converted. Army 44, NM 0,
Pollard kicked to Hill, who returned 1 '7 yds. McSmith made 6 in
the center. Price's pass to Speer,
incomplete, Price's pass, intended
for Speer, was intercepted by
Blaik, who returned 10 yards to NM
22. Depew ran right end for 6,
Filipski made 1 at right tackle.
Reich's pass to Weaver, 15 yds to
NM 3. Depew made 2 in the center.
Fischl scored on straight buck. Pollard converted. Score: Army 51,
NM 0.
Pollard kicked to Hill in the end
zone. He t•eturned 14 yds. McLaughlin made 1. E;ughes' pass to Keenan,
incomplete. McLaughlin around left
end for 5, Speer punted.
Fifteen yards vs. Army, clipping.
Guess made none at center. Fuqua
made 4 off right tackle. Filipski
kicked to Hill on NM 8. Two Orosco
passes intended for Hill, incomplete.
McLaughlin made 4 off right tackle.
Orosco fumbled snap, but got off
good kick. Boyle made 5 off right
tackle; Boyle thrown for 5 yard
loss. Boyle's pass, intended for
Loehlein, incomplete. Filipski kicked
out on NM 20:

--

Hughes made 4 off right tackle.
Hughes was rushed twice for losses
as the game ended. FINAL SCORE:
ARMY 51, NEW MEXICO 0.

,·
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Filipski ran right end for 4. Depew hit other end for 5. Fischl ran
:for 4 and a first down. Blaik's long
pass, intended :for Filipski, intercepted by Campbell on NM 25.
Cox made 2 through the center.
Hughes was thrown for a 10-yard
loss attempting to pass. Hill, on a
fake punt, gained 4. Orosco kicked
out on the Army 45.
Filipski made 4 . on a cut-back.
Blaik's pass, intended for Conway,
was long. Filipski ran his left end
:for 2. (Morales laid a good tackle
on him.) Blaik kicked out beautifully on the NM 3.
Cox hit the middle twice for a 13·
yard total. Hill made 1. Cox made 2
in the center. Orosco's kick was
blocked by Erickson. Ball rolled out
of end zone for 2 point safety for
Army. Score: Army 23, New Mexico 0.
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VOL. LIII

Huffman to Relate Pi Beta Phis Throw
Story of Army Trip lce~skating Party
l3erl Huffman, UNM director of
athletics, will be master of ceremonies at Wednesday's Booster meeting at the Hilton hotel. He is expected to relate experiences of his
trip last week during which he
spoke to five UNM alumni meetings
and saw the New Mexico-Army
'
:football game. ·
Bill Hall, managing director of
the UNM Alumni association, accompanied Huffman on the trip
East.
·
Films of the game and a discussion on the Army and Bradley
games are also on the schedule.

·'

LOBO
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Cljirk Talks to Lawyers
On Property Statutes
Robert E. Clark, assistant professor of law, spoke 'yesterday at
the Albuquerque LawYer's luncheon. He reviewed some aspects of
the community property law in New
Mexico.
Clark is a member of the New
Mexico and Arizona bar associations. He has practiced in Albuquerque and Las Cruces.

Independents Take First
In Volleyball Tourney

. P,..LBUQUERQUE, N.M., WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1950.

Looney Promises .Action ·If Thefts Continue

Pi Beta Phi entertained Sigma
Alpha Epsilon and Phi Delta Theta
Sunday at an ice-skating party at
the Ice arena: In spite of several
bumps and bruises acquired during
the afternoon, the party was a
great success,
For an example of bumps and
bruises, take a look at Tommy
Thompson's right cheek.
.
Nearly 100 people participated. in
the games and fancy"skating. Bernice Wilson, Pi Phi social chairman,
was in charge.

'

'

Sunday Performance
Of Bach BMinor Mass
Uses AII-U Music Cast
~.

'

The Independents emerged victors in the intramural volleyball
tournament Saturday. The Alpha
Delta Pis took second place.
Ann McNamara, tournament
chairman, said four organizations
entered teams in the tourney: Newman club, Alpha Delta Pi, Independent, and Phi Pi. Four men and
four women made up each team.
Refreshments were served after
the tournament.

Pictured
is the now happy Albert Baca family. Baca's
16-months-old son was seriously ill last week with a still undetermined malaqy which required blood transful'Jions for treatFient, but he il'! now greatly improved.
·
· Bac& reported that students responded well to a plea to
donate blood in his baby's behalf. to the St. Joseph's hospital
blood bank. Baca said today he wished to thank those who made
the dbove scene possible. (Kew photo)
..

'
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To Each His Quiz .•.

Faculty Eases Rule on Senior ·Groding

&jog your ci,garet:te! &joy 1:tt1l9 .fine tol>acco
iltat combit~es Loti~ pe~t mildness ar1d rich
tasle in one great t:igarelle -ltlclcy Strilce!
Perfect mildness? '5\ou bet. Scientific tests,

confirmed by three ind~pendent consulting
laboratories, prove that ·Lucky Strike is milder
than any other principal brand. Rich taste?
Yes, the full, rich taste.of truly fine tobacco.
Only fine tobacco gives you both real mildness
and rich taste. And Lu<:ky Strike means fine
tobac<:o. So enjoy the happy blending that combines perfect mildness With a rich, true tobacco
taste. Be Happy-::-Go
Lucky!
v

L.S./M.F.T.-Lu~y Strike
~deans Rne Tof>acco

Individual instructors will choose
their own methods of determining
second semester grades for graduating seniors according to a ruling
passed Monday by the votin!; fac:•
ulty, Dr. F1·ance V. Scholes, academic vice-president reported yesterday,
The voting faculty's action came
as a surprise item ·on the agenda
of Monday's meeting.
. .,
D,[. Scholes said this meant that
instructors may or may not give
.final examinations to graduating
students at their own discretion.
Graduating seniors' grades will be
due at the end of the sixteenth
week, D1·. Schores ·added. · . •
Proposals to eliminate senior final

Ope-Armed Golfer
Gives Clinic Today
Jimmy Nichols, one of the country's better golfers, will give a golf
clinic at 12 noon today at the University Golf Course.
FolJowing the clinic, he will play
an exhibition match with three of
Albuquerque's leading golfers. They
are: John Dean, Univet•sity pro;
Tommy DeBaca, country club pro,
and Jimmy Demaret, country club
amateur champ (a cousin of the
other Jimmy).
The public is invited to the cl)nic
and the match f1•ee of charge. Nichols hits the ball as well as any
other ~tolfer, yet he has only his
left arm.

J-lansen, Holroyd Gain
In Handball Tournament

NM kicked off from own 20 to
Flick. Blaik's pass intended for
Flick incomplete. Blaik's pass. to
Loehlein incomplete. Blaik faded to
pass, found no receiver. Morales put
a spine-tingling tackle on him on
west sid Jline at the half. Army 23,
NM 0.

" Last Monday at the handbalL

Second Half
Pollard kicked to Hill, who returned 22 yds. McSmith made 2 and
Cox made 1 in the middle. Hughes'
pass intended fot• Hill .incomplete,
Orosco punts to the 50. Fischl made
4 off left tackle. Boyle fumbled and
Bernitsky recovered on NM 45.
Cox, no gain, in middle. Hughes' ·
• pas fib, to Hill, 36 yds. to Army 10,
called back . as backfield in motion
ol!curred. ·:M:cSmith gained 4. :S:ill

"

·'It
'

. PAUL SU:OPAL, Editor

Army penalized 5 for off side.
Martin made 10 off left tackle. Pollard ran off right tackle tor 10.
First down. Martin gained 8. Blaik's
pass, intended for Foldberg, blocked·
by Bernitsky, Pollack ran for 2
yards and first down. Pollard exploded off tackle (four Lobos
slipped off) and ran 33 yards for
the score. Pollard converted. Army
21, New Mexico 0.
Pollard kicked off from own 35,
:following offsides penalty, to Hill,
returned 19 yards. Hill hit the center for 2. Cox made 4 off left tackle.
McSmith failed to gain in the middle. Orosco kicked to Reich as
Reynolds knocked him out of
bounds on the spot.

-. -:.• :o . .1 .

DAILY

SPORTS

Hill kicked out on Army 10. Pollard bit the center for 1. Martin
swept left end for 24. Blaik's pass
intended for Foldberg incomplete.
Martin ran off left tackle for 23.
Blaik threw to Weaver, 35 yards,
and a touchdown. (Weaver alone in
end zone.) Pollard converted. Army
14, New Mexico 0.
I •
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tackle. McLaughlin fllmbled and·
Army recovered on own 25.

----~·:.~'-1.-

COPfl., Till AMiftiC~II TOI4COO i:OMP<INV

eoUl'ts Joe Apao and AI Bove team•
ed ttp to beat Lou Damron and Harlan Grosshans. Later in the day S.
L. Sto1·aeth and D. Wells came together to take their games from
B. Brockington and Charles Litter.
Last Tuesday Bob Sanchez won
from Don Mufson 1 21w5 and 21w7,
· Wednesday Don Reid won a close
set of gtunes from Don Reiser,
21-15,14-211-~nd 21·16. Jerry Maier
and David white overcame D. Ducoff and W. E. West in the second
match.
Thur~day John Holroyd came
through to win from Don Reid,
12-21, 21-19, and 21-18. The same
day Ken. Hansen beat F. Larivee,
21·19 and 21~6.

exams have been defeated by the
:faculty group in the past. The most
i•ecent action on the matter, before
Monday's decision, was the denial
last spring of a resolution to eliminate all senior finals and to record
graduating students' grades as of
the twelfth week of the second semester.
Dr. Scholes emphasized that the
faculty's Monday decision did not
prove that senior finals would be
waived in every case. He said it
would be entirely up to individual
instructors as to whether or not
they would give finals.

Civic Symphony Has
Fenley for Concert
The Albuquerque Civci Symphony with Hans Lange conductor
will present its second concert of
the season at 8:15 tomolTOW night
~n Carlisle gymnasium. George Fenley, concertmaster for the sympho~y last year, will be guest violin
SOlOISt,
The program consists of four
numbers: ballet music from Schubert's "Roasmunde," overture to
"Die Meistersinger" by Wagner, the
suite from Handel's "Water Music"
and "Concerto in E Minor" by
Mendelssohn.
The Mendelssohn "Concerto" consisting of three movements, will be
Fenley's selection. This ;number is
regarded by critics as a good medium for the display of talents.
Fenley is a junior at Baylor University, Waco, ·Tex. He has apP9ared in many of the cities of
New Mexico and won the young
at·tists' talent contest last spring.
Lange is in his first year of conducting the symphony. He is substituting for Kurt Frederick, who
is on sabbatical leave.

WEATHER
Partly cloudy and windy today
and tomorrow. Turning colder this
afternoon. A little snow in tl1e
mountains. "Enough to ski on if it
were piled all in one place," the
weather man said. High today 55;
lo\y 20 in the valley, 28 in the
hmghts.

,,

Playing scores written for high C
trumpets on B flat instruments will
make an inter(lsting evening for
the three trumpeters when the
Bach B Minor Mass is presented in
Student Union Building Sunday
night.
The job will be tackled by WilUam Letcher, James Whitlow, and
Robert Heckathorn, all student
music majors in the music department.
·
Prof. Morton Schoenfeld, director of the 54-voice chorus and 21piece orchestra which will perfl>rm
the Mass, said the trumpets would
be used in two choruses.
Boiled from the original five and
one half hour performance in
Bach's day, the performance wilt
require only one and one-half hours,
Schoenfeld said. The all-University
cast includes :four vocal soloists:
Mitzi Reed, Neil Wilson, Evelyn
Losack, and Evelyn Miller.
Besides Prof. Walter Keller, who
will be at the piano throughout the
concert, the orchestra includes:
first violins, Marion Hawley, Joyce
Johnson, and Jane Massie; second
violins, Frances Craig, Gracia
Smith, and Margaret Ann Gore.
Violas: Donald C. Hawley, Naomi
Goodman, and Pattie Classen.
Cellos: John Randall and John
Tatsch!.
Flutes: William Kunltel and Barbara Stubbs.
Oboes: Carolyn Darden and Donald Johnson; bassootls, Edward :Ancona, Jr., and Anita Sandoval; and
trumpets: Whitlow, Letcher, and
Heckathorn.
- Presented as a community service, Schoenfeld said that no charge
would be made :for admission :for
the concert, which will begin at 8:30
Sunday night.
·

Poets Get Chance
In MFT Campaign.
The Lucky Strike cigarette company has invited all college students
to join in the fun by writing fourline jingles :for their "Be HappyGo-Lucky" campaign. There are
cash prizes of $25 for the winners.
There is no limit to the subjects
you can use as long as they deal
with college life and bring in Lucky
Strikes. Here is an example of the
type of jingle wanted:
In learning words and what they
• mean
Semantics is the key
How sad that ancient 0Greeks
knew aught
of L.S./M.F.T.
This, particular jingle ,)VOn J o
Levy, a Northweatern. University
<:oE:d, one of the $25 prizes. ·
There is still plenty of cash waiting to be paid out for winning jingles. Send your fout-linet·s, as
many as you like, to "Happy-GoLucky,'' P. 0. Box 6'7, New York,

.

Democrats' Check
Bounces; No Funds
In Santa Fe' Bank
By Wright Van Deusen
'
A check given the Daily Lobo by
the Democratic Central committee
was returned yesterday by a Santa
Fe bank because of insufficient
funds .in the committee's acocunt,
Robert S. Gillespie, manager of
student publications, reported.
The draft was presented to the
newspaper about two weeks ago in
payment for a full-page political
advertisement in the Nov. 3 Silver
Anniversary Homecoming issue,
The advertisement recommended
John E. Miles for governor and
Tibo Chavez :for lieutenant goverDemocratic Central committee
Chairman Ray Rodgers said in a
long distance conversation with
the Daily Lobo late last night
that funds have been placed in the
committee's bank account, and
the check will be paid.
nor. Miles was defeated by Edwin
L. Mechem, Republican, in last
week's state elections.
The check given the Daily Lobo
was signed by Ray Rodgers, chairman of the Democratic Central
committee. Rodgers was in Santa
Fe yesterday and could not be
reached for comment by the Daily
Lobo.

ASEE Committee
Appoints Wagner
William C. Wagner, head of the
department of civil engineering, announced he has accepted appoihtment to the National Committee on
Educational Policy of the American
Society for Educational Engineer·
ing.
The apopintment of Prof. Wagner
was maile by the chairman, Harry
Rubey, of the University of Missouri. Members of this committee
are selected to serve :for a period
of three years.
Appointed to the A. S. E. E. committee along with Wagner were:
Dr. N. A. Christensen, director of
the school of civil engineering at
Cornell University, and Prof. F. W.
Edwards, director of the department. of civil engineering at the
Illinois Institute of Technology.

Communications Man
Speaks In Lecture Hall
Paul A. Walker, vice-chairman of
the Federal Communications Commission, spoke last night in' the Science Lecture hall. His topic was
"The Functions of and Practice Before the FCC."
Walker has abeen a member of
the FCC continuously since its inception in 1934. Prior to that time
he was chairman of the Oklahoma
Public Service commission. He is
one of the most widely-known regu·
latory adniinistrators in the cpuntry.

·stealing Reported
At Four .U Dorms;
Over $150 Filched
By Bob Riddle
"Stealing on the UNM campus
must stop, or we shall. be forced to
call in a special investigator," Sgt.
Noel Looney, head of University
police, said yesterday.
The petty thieving seems to be
general rather than restricted to
any one area. Items have been taken from women's dorms, dorm D,
and the men's new dorm, Sgt.'
Looney reported.
Mrs. Glad~s Orme1 head re'sident
of Hokona hall, saia five wrougM
iron smoking stands, a Mexic;m
plaque, a number of ash trays, and
a recently purchased floor lamp
were among the things stolen from
. Hokona, A student of that dorm
reported that she had a radio taken
from the reception lounge one night
wliile she and her date were out for
refreshments. Money losses have
been comparatively small.
'
Dorm D had a table lamp stolen,
.Mrs. Mahone, resident there, revealed. A lighter and $22 have also
been taken from that dorm.
'
Sgt. Looney said that several
cat•s and a jeep had been stripped
of accessories near the men's dorm.
Some of the parts were found in the
incinerator behind the dorm.
·
E ..L. Haralson, of the men1s new
dorm, said that quite a number and
variety of possessions and money
have been reported missing by the
men of the dorm. One man lost
more than $100 at the beginning
of the semester when he left his
billfold in his trousers while taking
a show!Jr. Another had·a piggy bank
tak.en. Two other men lost valuable
papers and about $1 each.
A :few nights ago vandals broke
the locks on three vending machines
in . the men's dorm and tampered
with two others. The loss amounted
to more than $10, according to Mr.
Haralson.
Haralson said that some items
reported stolen could possibly be
located in the dorm lost and found
department.
Several of the people interviewed
stated that a search of the dorm
rooms was impossible because police have had no success in obtaining search warrants.
Haralson made several suggestions which he termed "strong requests" for the curbing of petty
thievery. He urged that the men
leave. no money in their rooms at
any time; that the rooms be locked
during all periods of absence; that,
in the event of a lost key, the resident should make application to the
dorm office immediately to obtain a
new one. He said duplicate keys
were available within an hour.
According to Haralson, any ash
stands or lamps removed from the
study rooms or sitting rooms to the
private rooms of the residents must
be considered stolen, and are reported to the police. To avoid embarrassment he suggested that students never remove any item of :fur•
nitu1·e from the dorm lounges.

I
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Drum Major Tells Baton Twirling Secrets
.
.
"Like every specialized activity, explained.
F!f.ger twirls are subclassified
the art of baton twirling . has a
terminology all its . own," John !lccording to the number of fingers
Large, drum major :for the UNM mvolved. Rolls were developed 1n
the South primarily by Steve Borne
band, said.
Large will perform with the UNM of the Louisiana State University
band at the half-time activities dur- band. They are generally slower
ing the B1•adley-Lobo football game than other twirls because they are
unconttolled by the hands once set
Saturday.
"In every section of the eountry, in motion.
"The baton is allowed to roll free•
tho names of the various twi:rls and
movements vary as widely as hab- ly around the neck, leg, ankles,
its of dress and dialects," he added. al'ms, elbows, waist or wrists, or
At the present time, seven cate- combinations of these," Large said.
Spins .are identified b~ their :fast,
goi"ies are recognized, he said.
They are: wrist twh·ls, finger twirls, free rotation around the balance
rolls, spins, slides, swings, and point of the._ baton. Slides, because
01' their impossible effect, are usualtosses.
He classes wrist twirls as most ly included in most twirling roucommon and the easiest to perform. tines. The baton does not rotate
"Many of the simpler ones employ in a slide, but they "Memingly apdeception to achieve effect-the ba- . pear :from nowhere and proceed to
ton never leaving the hand and crawl in olltl plane down an arm
never working through the fingers. ' or out through the arms placed
The turning o:f the wrist accom· akimbo."
Swings are adaptations :t'rom the
jJlishes all that is required," Large

Swi~s art of flag. swirting. The baton lS held at the smaller end and is
swung between the legs. "Just as
it appears that the . performer .is
hopelessly tied in a knot with the
baton, the trick 'breaks' and he is
free," Large revealed.
Tosses, also called aerials, are
the most spectacular group of
twirls. The liaton leaves the hand
while spinning, is tossed into the
air, and then returns by gravity to
the performer's hand.
"The variations occur in the man- •
ner in which the baton is caught--left hand or right hand, behind the
back, under the legs, or kicked
back into the air with the foot or
upper leg,'' he explained.
.
Lat•ge concluded, "Baton twirling
has developed to the point where a .
drum major is a showman extraordinary who does everything with
the
. baton except swallow it.''

''
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SURPRISE MOVE'
Much to the amazement of everyone, even, apparently the
faculty itself, the voting faculty decided Monday that it ~ould
be up to individual instructors to determine how they would
decide upon graduating seniors' grades at the end of their last
semester at UNM.
In effect this means that instructors will decide for them.selves whether or not ·they will give final examinations to
seniors.
Monday's action wa:s another chapter in an issue which has
seve,rat times .confronted the Univ~rsity in the past. The faculty s last action on the matter, prior to this week's decision
was a flat denial.
'
. Last spring a proposal to eliminate entirely finals for graduatmg semors was presented to the faculty by a group of students. The proposal recommended that seniors' grades be recorded according to standings .held at the end of the twelfth
week in the second semester. The idea was rejected without
question by the faculty, and indications were that any arrangement similar to it would not be considered by the faculty in the
near future anyway.
The~, withou~ any warning whatspever, the faculty passed
Monday s resolutiOn. It must be realiZed that the action does
~ot entirely waive finals for seniors, and that the individual
ms~ructors themselves will decide about giving them. The reso1'-!twn does not even mention final exams, although it is obv~ous th!lt final _grades are .determined in one of two ways:
e1ther w1th or w1thout the md of a final examination.
The faculty's action was not a definite resolution of these,nior final waiver problem, but it was, in our opinion, a move in
• "the right direction.
. Until tlie faculty can see its way clear to do away with se~wr finals altogether, w~ hope that a clear-cut majority of the
mstructors concerned w1ll do away with them themselves.
If these instructors do choose not to give finals, the way will
be paved to get rid of the senior exams on a definite basis in the
future.
wvd

I •

The little man never wants a war. And ethically, it seems
those who, because of economic stress, nnd it feasible to create
wars should at least limit it to one war per generation.

DAILY CROSSWORD
ACROSS
DO~
19. Entice
1. Meat cooked 1. American 20. Lamprey
on a skewer
soldier
22. Dips out,
6. Scoriae
and poet
as liquid
11. Covert
2. Animate>
24.0newho
sarcasm
3. Cut, as hair
shoes
horses
12. Kind of
4. Undivided,
5. Secondary 28. Wine
flower
13. Part of the '6. Bang
receptacle
ear
7.Branches~
29.Rubby
U. One who
8. Lofty
friction
camps
mountain
Yea'1irt1a;r'• Anawer
30. Consisting
15. Greek letter 9. Of the
of wool
16. Grave
Celtic
32.Female
40. Obnoxious
Gaels
17. Music note
sheep
plant
18. Regard
10. Grate
43. India (poet.)
33. Cloudllko
21. Slide
harshly
44. Title of
opacity
23. Ornamental 14. Province
respect
of the
screen
(It.)
45. Sash (Jap.)
cornea
behlnd altar 16. ;Boy's
47. Barium
34. Slants
(sym.)
25. One-spot
nickname
36. Taut
card •
26.Anclent
II IZ 13 i4' I&
16 17
I'J IIO
27.0wned
~
29. liole-pierc;IZ
ill
lngtool
~
31. Petty officers,
11'1
113
U. S.Navy
.
~
(poss.)
:
:;m
lb
W/117
ItS
35. Roll of cloth
~
~~
37.AsmaU
'2.0
IS
21 '2.'2.
carnivorous
~
mammal
IZ3
i24
38. International
~ 125
language
16
17 2S
1 39. Wide• .
~~
~
~
mouthedd
~I
32
12'1 f3CI
pitcher
133 134
41. Board of
ls.G
Ordnance
~ ~ 37
(abbr.)
40
42. Arranges
i!S
j::>7
141
~
ina line
14Z.
44.Broth
1%
144 145
46. Thick
4'1. Book of
146
147
sacred
· Writings,
48. Finished
~ 147
<19. :Melodies
IO•lC
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MARGE HELPER, Editor

Did you know that you are a
contributor to one of · the most
thriving businesses in New Mexic.o
with opportunities so wide that
many have not as ·yet been ex- ..
plored?. Better still, did you know
that as long as you are going to
UNM, you are an owner in that
business?
·
That is exactly what the Student
Union Building is, our student enterprise. I wonder if you realize
why it is the only self-supporting
orgitnization of its type in the
U. S. ?. The two greatest reasons
are good management and loyal
support.
•
Every time you plunk your pennies down for a cup of coffee (which
is and always will be only a nickel)
you are contributing one of the
2,000 nickels for coffee that pass
across the counter before noon every day in the SUB.
It all started 'way back in 1937,
when Mrs. Esther Thompson Lucas
was given permission to experiment with a student c:ommissary
and lounge at a salary of $75 per
month. Before the year was over,
she had hired enough student employees (at 25·cents an hour) to
operate it.
1
The going was not easy and experience proved to be the only
teacher. but here we are today with
Mrs. T still busy finding every possibility for making our Student Union Building the most adequate.
Of course, our SUB is by no
means the largest or physically the
most adequate, but we've come a
long way and are going a lot further in the next few semesters.
From what is now the fountain
counter, the SUB has expanded to
its present bounds. What used to
be office space for all the student
organizations is now an efficient but
tiny kitchen, serving some 600 plate
lunches and over a ton of sandwiches, soup, etc.
Our next step is to take the
capital which has been collected in
these few short years and spend it
on a more adequate plant, namely,
our new $150,000 Student Union
Building which is to be started at
the beginning of the year. Maybe
wa should call it the House That
Coffee Built.
As far as organization and staff
are concerned, there are now ten
full-time employees supported by
you, not to mention some thirty
students who work a minimum of
fifteen hours each week to give you

LETTERIP

•

Pining (sic) Directions
Dear Editor:
You should do well in the journalistic field, J. G. Your editorial
"Free and Equal Pinning" was every bit as foolish and useless as
most edito1ials in todays (sic:) papers. As for pinning a little constructive researce (sic) would have
found you this:
Long before there was ever a
social fraturnity (sic) or sorority
in this country college couples were
getting "pinned". (sic) .How was
this done? Simply. (sic) When a
student first entered school he or
she was enabled to buy or in some
cases given a "class pin" by the college. With this "pin" a male student could get "pinned" (somewhat
like an engagement to get engaged)
(sic) to any female that accepted.
Sence (sic) it is still possible to
purchasea (sic) class pin from almost any of the jewerly (sic) stores
near campus there is no reason why
a student must join a social organization in order to get a pin.
Robert Kayne

Shame on the Anonymous
Dear Editor:
It is one of the merits of our
democracy which permits the three
"radicals," mentioned in yesterday's
letter, to attend our University and
to speak their thoughts openly.
President Popejoy and Dean Gausewitz need not worry about Cox
Warren, and Spitz, but they should
instead beware of the unsigned
writers of yesterday's letter. They
present a threat to our. democracy,
for they in their criticism of the
three law students and in their refusal to sign their letter are condemning freedom of speech and
thought.
Robert Colgan

Rockets Meet Tomorrow
The Rockets A. C. will have a
~peeial meetin,g tomorrow nt 7 p. m.
m the recreat10n room at the men's
dorm.

•,

College Degree Now Costs $8,812.80

By Don Bennett
and started c:alculating,
Broke?
"It was not long before our figSo are two other students, Glen u.res began to assume the proporHouston and Jack Imrie. While in' twns of the National Debt. Driven
that condition, Houston and Imrie on by the desire to finish our task
figured that it costs UNM students by Christmas, we pursued our
Admisison to the AllJha Phi $8,812.80 to complete four years at struggle. On into the night-past
,Arthur Godfrey's tea-totallersOmega dance Friday in the SUB the University.
In an expose titled "Life Gets lJast the thundering hoofbeats of.
Four professors will take part in ballroom will require no money, but
Te'jus" Houston and Imrie reveal the great horse Silver-past the
the fourth annual meeting of the everyone must bring a toy.
The dance is designed to obtain their findings and give a.,dvice ·to the wee hours of the night, Finally,
Rocky Mountain Modern Language
association Nov. 24-25 at the Uni- toys for. underprivileged. children. · other students in a similar state of as dawn was breaking over the San.
dia Mountain Boys, our efforts were
The local chapter of the fraternal affairs,
versity of Wyoming, Laramie.
trumping
of Sam Spade-our ef"You
think
things
are
tough
all
order
of
the
Elks
gives
a
basket
to
Tbt!y are Dr. T. M. Pearce, head
Were crowned with success.
of English; Dr. William P. Al- needy families each year at Christ- over? Nevel' had such rough exams? forts
the aid of .a dull magnifybrecht, associate profes~or; Dr. mas time. This season Alpha Phi Draft Board breathing down your ing"With
glass,
we observed the final reneck?
Life
sure
gets
te'jus,
don't
Omega,
national
service
fraternity,
Norton B. Crowell, assistant professults.
Could
that be righ,t? It's imit?
wants
to
put
a
toy
in
that
basl!;et.
sorJ all in the English department,
possible.
We
checked. It was right.
"Wait
a
bit,
friend.
Before
you
There
have
never
been
any
toys
ana Dr. F. M. Kercheville, professor
"For
a
brief
moment we were
as
another
John
consider
yourself
included
before.
of modern languages.
stunned.
Then
rallying
our shatE.
Miles,
consider
for
a
brief
moWomen
are
requested
to
bring
Dr. Pearce is chairman of the
tered
wits,
we
decided·
to
go down
ment
the
fate
of
one
far
worse
than
toys
for
girls,
and
it
may
be
a
doll
committee on constitution and byBut
which
path
should
we
fighting,
you-your
old
man.
Do
you
realize
of
the
person's
own
making.
Men
laws ·for the association, and will
how much it costs to put one indi- fight down? Three possibilities were
take part in several discussion ses- should bring toys for boys, but gent
.
child through the turmoils of open.
sions after papers are read.
· everyone must have a toy as the ad"(l)We could quit school. (2)We
education?
Dr. Albrecht is editor of the asso- mission ticket, according to Leslie a higher
"Taking our little black cheek- could stop getting . caught by the
ciation's monthly New Bulletin. Dr. Korpela, a rep1•esentative of the book
from the shelf which, admit- girls (3)We could join the Army.
service
organization.
Crowell will give a paper on "Robtedly,
is a good deal less dusty than The choice was simple. We exhibitcannot
attend
the
Persons
who
ert Browning vs. Alfred Austin: a
the
nearby
textbooks, we decided to ed all speed in writing home for
dance
and
wish
to
contribute
to
the
Literary Quarrel."
figure
our
accounts
for the past 40 more money.
drive
may
leave
,their
gifts
in
Dr. Kercheville is to be chairman
"At the rate we are going, to
daxs.
the
Alpha
Phi
Omega
office
or
the
of a group discussion on "Problems
'After
looking
at
the
piles
of
send
one of us to school for four
Student
Counsel
office.
in Teaching Modern· Languages."
years
would cost $8812.80.''
food,
rent,
utilities,
and
gasoline
Besides the regular meetings
·bills,
we
decided
that
something
beboth morning and afternoon of. the.
sides the ordinary length of ledger
two-day session, there will be two UNM Invited to Compete paper would be required to accomThere will be an important meetluncheons and a dinner program.
In Bridge Tournament · plish our task. As soon as the ing of Alpha Phi Omega tonight in
UNM is one of the 300 colleges :proper supplies were secured from the SUB basement, Bob Colgan,
and universities invited to compete the reading room, we divided about president,· said. Officers will be
in the 1951 National Intercollegiate eight yards of the rectangular roll- elected and Mirage pictures will be
Bridge tournament. Kenney L. Ford type of writing paper between us taken.
of Kansas State College is chairman
By Marge Helper
of the national committee:
Only undergraduates are eligible
Have You Got The Word Yetl'
to play in the duplicate contract
bridge event for the title and troI wish to make a correction, York phy. There is no cost to the comis supposed to be Yourick. Sorry, peting colleges or players. The committee requires the approval of the
George.
Some more engagements: Carol dean or a corresponding authority
Wilkins and Jack Whenry; Fran- be granted before the entry can be
ces Craig and Dick Atwater. Con- regarded as official by the committee.
gratulations I
Last year's intercollegiate tourSlow but sure it has been brought
to my attention that Jerry Cramer nament was won by the team from
gave his Kappa Sig pin to Cy El- Massachusetts Institute of Technology. A total of 1208 students
liot, ADPi last Oct. 27.
Hope you all go over to that representing 151 colleges in 42
states played in the round-by-mail.
candlelight dance tonight.
. Tonight the Phi Gamma Nu business sorority is having its formal
pledging at the ADPi house. The
time ia 7.:30.
Sorry to see Dorothy Peters and
Bill Gentry are unpinned.
Also today the women's bowling
Dr. Sherman E. Smith, UNM ditournament, starts. Ji'or more in- rector of student affairs, has been
Bill Irvine, Phi Delt, gave his named executive c:hairman for the
formation check the gym.
·
mass X-ray survey planned for
pin to Suzie Johnstone, Pi Phi.
Bernalillo county next May.
Kay Spurling, Tri Delt pledge,
Smith will have the job of raising
was visited by her parents who $24,000 to carry out the survey, and
came all the way from Santa Bar- of heading a campaign to get citibar.a for the week end.
zens to the X-ray units.
Norma Manett, Pi Phi, flew
He has been active in community
home to Pampa, Tex.,. for the week affairs since he came to UNM in
end.
1945. Last year he assisted PresiCheck tomorrow's paper for the dent Tom L. Popejoy in the Comdetails on the student body dance munity Chest campaign.
to be held Friday night in the SUB.
There's going to be a pep rally
Friday. We'll let you know the Wellck Attends Confab
time and place.
D.r. A. A. Wellc:k is attending a
Alumnae of Alpha Chi Omega
·
c:onference
of university and college
Burt-oxford button-down collar with the soft roll
had a benefit card party Tuesday
evening at 7:30 in the chapter house guidance directors and counselors at
(the college man's staple diet). A "Manhattan," of course.
the University of Minnesota. The
at 1717 E. Roma,
c:onference is this week until Nov.
17. Dr. Wellck is doing a report on
the conference for the Western
U Midshipmen Exchan.ge • Personnel
Institute.

Teachers Make Plans
For RMMLA Meeting

Toys Are Admission
For Friday's Dance

,~

"By George, Henley, for the last two months I thought you'd
swiped my copy of "Love Light,"-an' all the time it's been up here
with my text books."
service as well as the best in food.
All these people are directed by a
c:oordinating group called the
Student Union Building committee.
Their job is not only to regulate
and form policies, but to receive
and act upon the suggestions made
by you, the students.
To tell you who all of the employees in the past have been would
be next to impossible, but some
whom you may remember from l~:~st
year are now in the armed forces.
Bill Blanc, Urban Baca, and LeRoy
Cravens a1·e among these. Those
who are still at UNM are Jim
Thompson (Mrs. Lucas' son), Bob
Cooper, Liz Gatlin McGarry, Bill
Deaton, Jay Tagliarino, Jack Willis,
Buzz Hopf, Bud Fleisch, and Paul
Gammersfelter. Dale Bolton has
put away his apron to become
assistant SUB manager and a fulltime employee.

Exploring Nostrils
With Index Fingers

By Brooks Currey
WONSAN, Korea Nov. 15( Strictly Special) -Here we still
are, floating like a bar of Ivory
in a glamor girl's bath tub. Dear
old Wonsan and the United Nations! The marching farmers and
jarheads landed here two days ago
and are striving mightily to set a
new. V. D. record.
The pundits of journalism will
no doubt mess around and not give
the minesweepers their due. This
harbor was the most heavily mined
spot in the history of warfare. A
Jap 'sweep went up in the air about
400 Yll;rds from us a few days ago.
S!lnk m about a minute. This ship
picked up 22 of 23 men on it. Very
unusual ~o lose only one man. :Row,
as. the N1ppons go by they raise a
m1ghty huzzah for the kids on this
boat.
• •Voice of the Students
You can really see the strain on
th.e crew. Cruising alon~t through
mmefields day and night . - not
knowing whether the whole she~ang will go straight up in the air
University Program
m the next second.
This is too good to keep. ~fter
WEDNESDAY - Exhibition of tl).e foot crew boys got ashore, the
Jonson gallery, 1909 Los Lomas, ~1g ~~n here put out the following
3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
msp1rmg message to us in the galAlpha Kappa Delta initiation tea, leys:
4:30 p. m. in SUB basement
"To eve!Y man of my task group.
lounge.
Your vahant penetration of the
A. Ph. A (student branch) meet- Wonsan titanic underwater deing, 5 p. m. in Science Lecture ~enses hidden by the murky waters
hall.
IS a feat of courage and (get this)
Panhellenic council meeting, 5 p. indefatigability never excelled by
mal). (~ow for the punch line.) My
m. at Delta Delta Delta house.
IS to le~,d you. Signed Capt.
Student council meeting, 5 p. m. honor
T
•.
S.
Ruffruff.
My honor is to lead
in Student council room.
You-this sort of thing makes me
Alpha Phi Omega active meeting, w!lnt to go out and buy a bond.
7 p. m. in SUB basement lounge. Etther that or run for the bath
Candlelight dance, 7 to 9 p. m. in room.
SUB ballroom.
Guess you have heard that my
Boots and Saddles club meeting, chubby little body has been pitched
7:30 p. :m. in Y1-5.
onto this piece of junk. I was supDelta Sigma Pi active meeting, posed to go aboard a destroyer but
7:30 p. m. in Y1-1.
the Gx:eat White Father decided
Delta Sigma Pi pledge meeting othe1'W1se. If you have nothing else
7:30 p. m. in Y1-3.
' to do you might notify your ConPress club meeting, 7:30 p. m. in gressman of my sad, sad story.
. We are supposed to stand watches
·
Journalism 212.
Phi Gamma Nu formal pledging on here. Otl).er than the fact that I
at 7 :30 p. m. in the Alpha Delta ~n~w no blmker or any signaling,
1t IS peac:hy. I just sit around on
Pi house.
Commerce committee meeting at :vatc~ and cautiously explore the
mter1pr of my nostrils with alter-·
4:45 in Y1-2.
nate mdex fingers. Ever;v,now and
THURSDAY - A.W.S. executive then I gr.ab the long glass; run out'
board meeting, noon at 117 S. ~n the br1dge, and peer intently out
Terrace.
pi the harbor. When I look up, there
Kappa Omicron Phi meeting, 4 18 the. O.D, al!d half the wardroom
· p. m. at Sara Raynolds hall.
standmg behmd me, also looking.
Song Fest rehearsal, 4 p. m. in As I P,Ut qown thp telescope they
the SUB bnsement lounge.
a,Il wa1t w1th squ1rming anticipa- •
Pi !=-ambda Theta tea for junior, ~IOn for my report. My favorite is,
Know a guy on that ship and
semor and graduate women in
,education, 4: 30 p. m. at Sara thought maybe r could see him."
Raynolds hall.
This morning I arose sleepily and
A.W.S. meeting, 5 p.m. in room went running up the stairways to
203, Ad bldg.
the bridge. Made a slight enor and
Lutheran Half-Hour, 5 p.m. in trundled into the captain's room
the SUB north lounge.
IJ;e was just IJ.oisting himself int~
pscF meeting, 5:45 to 7 ~30 p.m. hts dl'apes. Sa1d good morning and
m the SUB basement lounge.
. ran back out. Think they are holdDames club meeting, 7:30 p. m. mg a conference on me tonight.
in the SUB basement lounge.
·
or .PRY as yet. Figure to
Kappn Psi mcoting, 7:30 p.m. in getNoa mail
good·stzeit lump when the
the SUB basement lounge.
paymaster finally shells out.
Phi Sigma meeting, 8 p.m. in the
SUB south lounge,
Don Winslow of the U.S. Navy
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Former UNM Editor
Tells on Colleague
From a Lobo reporter to war correspondent was the report given by
Gordon K. Greaves about Zenus
Cook, a Lobo staff member in 1931'i.
Greaves, who was the editor of
the Lobo in 1935, is visiting journalism lecturer at UNM this week. ·
He is now editor of the, Portales
Daily News. .
.
,
,~'Teachers had all kinds of trouble with Cook," Greaves stated.
"He had a queer knack of writing.''
Cook got rid of that "queer
knack" while in the University. lie
later went to work for Newsweek.
During the war he was a war correspondent. Greaves said he is now
working for a publicity firm in New
York.

Daughter Born to Kaslos
A daughter was born Nov. 2 to
Mr. and Mrs. Max Kaslo of Prescott, Ariz. Kaslo received his M. A.
in education from UNM this past
summer session. He is teaching in
Prescott, and is assistant principal
of public schools there. The parents
previously had two sons.

Dorm's Dance Is Tonight
The Men's Dorm will have its
weekly Sky Room dance tonight
from 7 to 9, Refreshments will be
served. Everyone is invited. to attend .

The Word

Dr. Smith Gets Nod
To Head X-ray Unit

·Burt

$4.50

Drilling for Ball Games

Midshipmen of the University
NROTC unit have turned in their
rifles for footballs and volleyballs.
Drill sessions no1•mally devoted .to
mnrching have been allotted' for
athletics this week.
Commander Greene, executive officer, stated that the men were being given this opportunity for :l'resh
air activities before the cold weath·
er brings indoor laboratory classes.
Inter-company competition is
scheduled for the football field and
class teams are to compete on the
volleyball courts.

SUBTea Dance Is Tonight
.

-

'

'

.

Jim Woodman and Hunk Parkmson have announced a tea dance
will be held in the SUB toni~Fht
from 7 'til 9. Records will furmsh
music for dancing and the soda bar
will be open. As an added attraction the new TV set will be in oper·
ation.

Reserve List Is Missing
David Otis Kelley, head librarian,
said that the first booklet of the
alphabetical reserve list has been
m1ssing since Friday. He wants it
returned to the resorve roOmi stud•
ents need it he said. :S:~ adaed, "I
can't undel'stand why anyone would
want it."

Law Skill Tests Slated

At least the engineers can weatherstrip theil· windows to avoid the
draft.

)

;'

You had better c:ome soon if
you want to take advantage of
this extraordinary offering'. Remember the place.

Range

I

T-Bone Steaks .. $1.25
Club Steaks .... $1.00

The folks took me at my word
and are literally swamping the
store the last few .days and almost took the suits, topcoats, and
slac:ks away from us. We have
sold as many as three suits to
a customer and most 1buy more
than one pair of slac:ks. N 9 wonder, you would, too, if you come
in and see the wonderful line of
suits, top c:oats, and slacks t'!lat
we are offering at '% off the regular price.
Now folks, this merchandise
wasn't bought for a sale. I am
.merely trying to reduce the
stock. I am not going to sell all
merc:handise at these prices. I
will dose the sale when the stock
gets down to a minimum.

Law aptitude tests will be given
at the Science Lecture hall Saturday from 8:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m.
The tests are requisite for all first
year law students and law transfer
students.

You Can't Beat It!
Choice Beef

Gus Says:

$3.95
Range-fine white hro~dcloth , with the wide-spread

!·

li

, I
I

Who else would be crazy
enough to put on suc:h a sale at
this time of year but me?
Yours for Better Valties,

GUS

oollar. Made by "Manhattan," which means perfect .fit.

Luncheons 69c and 79c
Brealifasts 29c and up

Lobo Drive-In
290S E. Central
"Meet Me At the Lobo!"

3124 EAST CENTRAL·
The Manhattan ,Shirt Company, makers oi"Manlaattan" 8hiru, tfat
underwear, pa)lunas, sportsliirts, boocliweal' Gild handkdchieft.

EASY TO PARK!
EASY TO SHOP!

Goldfish are of the carp :fmnily.
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7,000 6oncerts •.•
\ ,.,1- ., ""

~nd

~'

Qqn Cos.socks tQ Siog H~rp fye~dny

'-'¥~ ~fi~i!!~l Don Cp~s~cjt qho1.'4s
and dancers; "Qnd~r the direction of
S~rg!l Ja~·off', wiU !Je·- p:r:~$1liited
~\leslla¥ at Carli]lle gYJllllllf>ium PY
t\1-e Vni.Ye"'~ity f:r:ogtam serie:;f. • · •
. ·'{Ilchtded P.Il t4eir pf'ogram wUI
be o~;tbqdo:X: ch]l.rch music a11d soltlie:r, allil. ·fqll>" 4ittl!ls ~a!nut~~; to
America~ '4\ldien!le:j for two <le•

UNM. Press Releases
looal Author's Book
,.

rr.-:. ''\"

··~· ..

.

·.

•\

"

.
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''No High Adobe," written by
Dorothy L. Pillsbury anil illustrated' by 'M. ·J. Davis, will be released
by the University Press today, E. B.
Mann, director, announced.
'!'he ·book, the first by Miss Pillsbury,ls'about a' Southwestern Span~
ish fam\IY ;mtl its associations in
an area Of three cui tures. It was
first· p:ublisheil bY' tlte Christian
S¢ience 1\loilitor <IS <1 series of articles.
• · ·
· Miss P\llsbUJ:y, a I!Ocia! wor\l:er by
professioll, has· lived <~nd t:r;'aveled
in Norther~! New Mexico for years.
Many of her stories a11d articles
have appeared in 11ational magaZilles, inCluding Il.eaqers' Dige!Warid
Coronet.
"The story centers in a little
adobe house and my wedge of New
Mexican' soil," Miss Pillsbury said
of her book. "It has a different approach in that the dear quaint past
and its passing is not emphasized,
"The imponant factor, which fs
largely overlooked in other bool{s
of this region, is the impact of these
modern"tiines on a 'people who have
ha:d. a colorful ~ild romantic l?ast
and Who are facmg new ways with
humor and characteristic reactions/'
she added;
·
· '·
' •
1
• 'The story is about Mrs. Apodaca; her muchachos, primos, and
amigos who are composites of hundreds :o+. ~thers of Hispanic !>J.igin
w!lo hve ·m adobe llettlements a:U
oy~r 'this ie~ion," Miss Pillsbury
sa1d.'·
'
"''
·.:.
'"They a:r:e middle stratum," she
continued. "They haven't scil,led tne
heights of mucli schOoling nor politi~l· ambitions·. The~ llaven't beconi~ inoculated with ·the . dollar
li!ark. Neith~l' do the¥ live in ci~y
slumi!. Even ill towns hke Santa Fe,
the~ are· <!6Untcy people.
·
''
1'1.'hls book attempts to bring out
this'indigenous flavor 'in a series Cif
little iltories showing' M:rs. :Apodaca
and hell' family aild friends. in their
evetfd.a~ liyiJ1$-~heir problem~ ~nd
fun m tlie1r snug abode houses =th
the modern Anglo world sifting in
through deepset windows and blue
painted doors.
··
'
,.
''This sifting is not a tragedywhich many Anglo writers arid artists deplore-but as natural as tlie
of the seasons. They meet it
· wlth a fine selectiivty or a shrug
df the shoulders, according to theil'
individual thought processes. To obserVant Anglos, they contribute a
new facet in American life."
Miss l'illsbucy was a social worker in Los Angeles for 15 years during the depression. For a while she
was 1·egional director Of the Los
4ngeles metropolitan area.

turn

Sports Wheel

~--~-~
.. -~rPAULSHODAI~--~
cades.
New Y 9rk i& still there and the
Xh~b.' ;i,P,pe~l''!nc~ )ler~ ;wiH be taxi ddve'rs have i£-..;and ca11 keep
R~fP'
~' fOllf ;toun~~nll: .1/.ut: 'tilor~ it. Jn a tqwn where the almighty
~HI\ll '(,OQP c:o\)ce,rts ~we:p. 1p e,V~l'Y V(,om~J1 'rW'I'el' is the' scourge of, the
cablM' professiorl; the'" pedestrian
~ohuli~J'Y of .thE~ V\'1.qrld·!l;cept··· ·.Russia', rltte'l
of ··longe'Viey must 'be··· quite
erE~ the~woul(\ be 'slt(lt'on sight,
"·~ ':t•' ··. ~ '!'' :
!ic~ordin~ to their s;(lo*.esman: l'his ShOtt.~·· •·:;· ·~ ·.,.
ls 'tpeh'· twenl:V-first 11Ei'ason:·• ' · • · Tlie Lobo football team seemed to
' · In''l9?6 ·the l)o:il CoiiWck choris-• get a IJigg()r "boot" out'of''flie hack
. te!,'s 'b'e.c~mE~ -1\m~*an ci~iz~n~. jockets '1h~p ·~ny~~ing else.· Sollie
Th,er no l?J\~er wear th11 beard~: ol: of· the cabbie's :remarks that were
st;J.lw~rt Slav~. 'r~!ly ~\lst +anuly, 11i'ei:-'hearq ': "W~n\.en' drivers, 'they
home and 'country 1n 'tha last effo:lit li:Jll n\e. If·one of them has her arm
to il,e~eat' pomm1f~isJU 'it,! l~:;!~, 'J;_e'n 9. ptth.~ w·i.1\dov:, the on.l:r,. t~jilg y~li
o~ the ~o~~~~er · m(l)l ~~~\}' '·eenqcll i!a'Il )Je ·sure of ls that the wmdow lS
mt]i· 'the m:meiJ
'forces'1n
'World
pirwp.' Ju~li tM 'o~her''day; a qame
!.\·t., ~·
•
· .. ,,
·!~
~ J
P.flroJ1p 'of !De droye 'lO 'l:l!ock~ with
Tjle1r tour o:l; the United States her ·hand out the· wmdow. A· cop
and Canada will talte t)ieill tli'100 ~s!~e4 .h~r what s~e WI)S doipg 11n~
cities.·· Sin<le ~hey ·were oigani~ea slle smd, :'I'm drymg' me finger nml
~n ~~~ t!tlllY ca,mp in ponstan1;hJQ:ple .--'
polish·;
what
does
it lob'!( like1" .
,.
!·
.
~n :J92Q,'" tjuly have t~:aveleu 'in'ore
:fhf:ln fhE!l'e was the on() that
tljan two'· mi!Jion miles· an'!\ 'iiave
1ellll!l4
o;~ut his c:ab al!d asked the
ape:p11~e~'i:n: !JVerY: U; S." com!Uunity.
·.
of more' than 50,0000~ The · chorul! di:iver in front of bini if he wa~
ave1·ages 4(),000 miles a season·. ·' · ! 4gloo11":as the green light has been
' Wlren 'theY: became citizens they on one full second. One 'passen~er
memorized ~h~;~ U; S.' constitution as Wondered why the gutters weren't
i·unning
full. wHh
pedestria11 blood,
par~ of' theh'·' repertoire. They al!e
• -~ ~r" .. -" . .
.
prob~?-blY: ~hli ~?Illy AlU(lricans wlio
can recite the constitut)(!n'from b'l:l~
~::inning to end.
.
' " ,. ·
· Th~ ch'orus pa& t;he wi.d,e~~ sin~it~g
range' t>f 'the human vorce. The),('g!>
from con~ra~A '(A.~belovt'C) in'the
basses to G above high C. In opera,
):'ei\Chil!g f abOVe hig~ }J is phenopuma!. They a1so d<i Wh1stles, ·catc'a!ls, and' simulate j;lle sound of
horses' h'ooye'S ··'by clucking their
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Friday night at thf;l Unive~sit'~
gymnasium there wlls ··a c!>ntiilua~ion of intramural basketball. Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 'lead by Dave
Warren with 20 points; overcame
Phi Kappa Tau, 36 to 20. This was
the first wi~ for SAE in intramural
basketball competition.
·
" Led by .their pledge center, John
Manias, who had 18 points, Kappa
Sigma trounced !>!lmbda Chi Alpha
54 to 15. 1I'empers flared, and ~ ornl:
~uckolls o:t :J\appa Sigma was
eJected fo;~r startmg a fight.
·
" The Newman Club won their first
game of the season last night wnen
they beat the Civil Engineers 27-11.
High man was Caligure with 11
points for the Newman club. ·
The Rockets played heads-up ball
and beat the NROTC 29-2Q; Richmond and White took scoring bon. ors for the Rockets with 7 points
each.
·
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Bus Ride for Student
Trip to lubbock Game
Nov. 25 Will Cost $8

'

STATISTICS

4rmy V!!· New. 1\le~~co
Ar'lll~ lJ~~
First downs ----- 14 ·
~

R~s~jng #!l!a~,te ~~~

t~lf

Passing yardage _138
Passes attemptecl 16
Passes completed _ 'i

14

P~!sses hiterGePi~d 1

Punts ______ _._.___ (i
Punting average :u.2
Fumbles lost ---- 2
Penalties · ------- 6
yards penalized __ 40

38
3

l

1~
-~

t9.2

...

0

·~
· 2$

Coach Woody Clements' 1950-51
Lobo basketball varsity wJ!ich opens
its season here on Dec. 6 against
Western State College of Colorado
no doubt looks familiar to University students.

.any other leading brand
to suggest this test
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF
SMOKERS, who tried this test,
report in signed statements that
PHILIP MORRIS IS DEFINITELY
LESS IRRITATING, DEFINITELY MILDERI

OCI
H

Lange t:o Lead Symphony
In Three Works T_onight:

'

2Do...exactly
Light up your present brand
the same thing-DON'T

and participate in the Mountain
States Pl'e-season tournament in.
Denver Dec. 27-30.
From left to right they are: John
"Puffy" Leonard, Lewis Richardson,
Ray Esquibel, Frank Kremer, Bill

TTE
R

.l

New Mexico's proposed pre-primary convention faces changes or
Handel's "Water Music" will be regained his prestige with this possible defeat before it has a
chance to become enacted,
the opening number of the Albu- music.
George Fenley, violinist, will be
Attorney General Joe L. Marquerque Civi!! Symphony in 9arlisle gymnasmm at' 8 :J5 tomght, soloist in the second number of the tinez has stated he will draft a bill
Conductor Hans Lange has an- program, Mendelssohn's "Concerto to repeal the act. Other New Mexico
in E Minor.'' Fenley, concertmaster political leaders have said they fanounced.
The Santa .Fe Sinfonietta, an or- of the symphony last year, has ar- VOl' the act provided some changes
ganization of Santa Fe musicians rived here from Baylor University, are made.
In 'a booklet prepared by Dr.
founded by Dr. Lange in 1948, will Waco, Texas, to present this numassist the 75-piece orchestra in the ber. He is a junior at Baylor and is Charles B. Judah, associate profespresentation of the second concert known to many audiences through- sor of government, and Oliver E.
Payne, a UNM graduate now a Fulout New Mexico.
of the season.
Mendelssohn's "Concerto" in bright student in England, the act
. A legend .states that "Water
Music" was first played on barges three· movements is regarded by is explained.
The booklet explains 'that a. chief
.navigating on the Thames as ~ sur- many critics as an excellent means
prise for King George I durmg a for exhibiting the gifts of young argument against the act is that it
royal river journey. Handel, who artists. This will be the initial per- . would encourage "machine" poliwas then in bad favor with the king, formance of the "Concerto" by the tics.
A main purpose for the· law .in
Albuquerque group.
The third portion of the concert .· .New Mexico is that it would place
will be the presentation of the bal- responsibility more on the pa1iy
let music from Schubert's "Rosa- for candidates, and .that it would
produce a. better ·caliber of men in
munde.''
Closing the program, the sym• public office.
The pre-primary convention act
UNM's 100-piece band will dis- phony will present the overture to provides
for a party convention
Wagne1·'s
"Die
Meistersinger
Von
play six timpani in one of their
similar
to
th~:~ national one to select
Nurenburg."
The
meistersingers
acts at mid-game between the Lobocandidates
for office. The convenwere
educators
of
the
artisan
class
Braves football game Saturday at
tion
would
be
Jiy each party in
who
tried
to
improve
the
mental
and
2. p. '~· in. Zimmerman field: The moral standards of their youth by March of each held
even-numbered
year.
tlmpam will be played durmg a
Every
candidate
receiving
26
per
imposing
strict
ideals
for
living.
"Tomahawk" formation, Robert E.
cent
of
the
convention
delegates'
Wagner
satirizes
their
beliefs
in
Dahnert, UNM band director, ha~
votes would be placed on the direct
the opera.
announced.
Dr. Lange is conducting the or· prima1·y ballot. This would provide
The kettledrums will be placed at
chestra while Kurt Fi·ederick is on for as many as four candidates from
the bottom of the blade in that de- leave
each party on the direct primary
of absence:
•
• piction and the t.une will be "Jungle
ballot.
. ·
Admission
to
the
concert
is
$1.80
Jump"
It is believed by some political
Joh'n Large, UNM's drum major, per person or season tickets. The observers
that a convention prior
and the majorettes will be going next program given by. the sym- to the direct
primary would place
phony
will
be
the
"Messiah"
on
Dec.
through their routines dur!nll'. the
responsibility
for candidates more
10.
performance. The band . will peron
the
parties.
If a candidate for
...
form six other. acts in accordance
office proved disreputable the blame
with an Indian theme. .
.
could be placed on the party •
"All America" march will be
A chief criticism of New Mexican
played before the game as the
politics
has been a Jack of responband marches on the field with a
sibility for candidates in office by
9-man front for presentation of the
the parties.
national anthem.
Dean Howard V. Mathany said
Jimmie Goldstein, chairmap of yesterday that any student apprethe Student Spirit committee, has hended stealing would be referred Pharmacists Have Pills
prepared fiv~ card stun~s. ~o:r thE! to the Student Standards commit•
Two pharmacy college seniors refinal ho~p.e mid-game activities.
teQ. He Sl\id punishment would be cently
became fathers. A daughter
swift and certain.
·
was born to M1'. and Mrs. Kenneth
investigation of the break•
and the Ernest PeterDebaters
Go to Boulder in The
at the Men's Dorm is continuing. Scllroeder,
'
sons
had
a
daughter last week.
Four University debateJ.•s will Mathany urged that all students
leave tomorrow to participate in occupying university, quarters lceep
the Colorado Forensic Tournament. theh doors locked when absent.
Bandelier Hall is the only dqrmiat Boulder. The 'four students will
1epresent New Mexico at the first tory on the campus 'that has had
The Student Spirit eommittee
r.pecch tournament of the S3tnester, · no thefts of personal lll'operty this
voted yesterday not to have a pep
Dr. James H. McBath, dit•ector of · year. A wrought iron smoking
rally this week.
stand has been taken, however.
fo1•eysics, announced.

Warning to Thieves
ls~ued by Mathany

NOTICE

Weger, Lawrence Tuttle, Danny
Darrow, Gene Pierce, Henry Pick,
Jack Waldron, Bill Swenson, Phil
Kenl).edy, John Peterson, Bill CUJ:rie, and AI Hubinger.
(Kew photo)

Full transportation costs for the
student trip to the Lobo-Texas ·
Tech game Nov. 25, in Lubbock will
be $8, ·student Body President Joe
Passaretti announced yesterday.
Registration of students making
the trip will begin Monday in the
Associated Students office in the
SUB. A $4 deposit together with
the student's name and address•will
be required for registration, The
full amount must be paid by Wednesday night in oriler to obtain
tickets for the trip.
Five busses have been chartered
and 185 persons are expected to
make the exodus which comes during Thanksgiving vacation.
Game time will be 2:30 p. m. Saturday, Nov. 25. The busses will
leave at 6 a. m. Saturday reaching
Lubbock at about 11:30 a.m. The
overnight trip ·back to Albuquer. que will last from midnight Satur. day until around 7 a. m. Sunday.
Deposits made on the trip will not
be refunded unless the trip is called
off, Passaretti warii.ed.
Dean of Women Lena Clauve
said women students living on campus must have their permission
slips in from their parents to make
the trip.
Arrangements for o b t a i n i n g
game tickets will be announced
later.

.,,

New Mexi.co..S.~Ions
..
Undeciclecl on Issue
Of Pre-Primary Bill

U Band to Feature
Act of Six Timpani

INHALI!. Notice that bite, that sting?
Quite a difference from PHILIP MORRIS I

means MORE SMOKING PLEASUREI.

CALL

Only two players were lost to
graduation from last year's squad
and Coach Clements has predicted
a better season for the more experienced '50 squad. Clements' cagers will play 21 games this fall

"

Other brands merely make claims-but PHIUP MoRRis invites you
to compare, to judge, to decide f!!! y_ourself.
Try this simple test. We believe that you, too, will agreo •••
PHILIP MoRRis is, indeed, America's FINEST Cigarette!

FO~

I

I

Ill., invaqe~ l11imtli!!I;~I!n , stadiu1p
Saturday :for a '}lou~ 'Wtt~ the Lljbos. We !Je)ieve ~lie' Lobos will he
favored' for the 'thii·d time this
year: Bradley· 'ha's"'~~veti'@id •'24
points per game, but has'll't peel'
able' to stop the ot~er ]e~~· m~!l
Lobo have been lacking m the scoring der,artll)ent, but thllY !J.~ve be~~
up agmpst stronger' ov.positlon than
the midwestern boys. Tile Ilobos 'go
hack to wo1•k this afternoon after
a'two day holiday,

Ever notice that disbelieving tone
in a bartender's voice when he repeats an order for "a glass of
water"?

Your Thanksgiving holiday time is longer when. your
travel time is shorter-and Pioneer's fast, convenient
flights fo 25 key cities of Texas and New MeKico, plus
.eKcellent conneetionf with other air Jines, will cuf get·
fing-home and getting-back time to the minimum.
Wherever you're going, 'you ~an get there sooner, have
more fun and get back faster ••• via Pioneer.

-

'•\

PHILIP MORRIS challenges

Will all organizations planning
social functions and wishing a
date list published pl\lase plan
on having the date list in the Lobo
office on the Wednesday before
the dance.

•

Call your ..-.<.tleol' Agent for
'-~
... .
.-,'
:
.cfteli'ules, fares ·and reservallo,ns

·.

.

NOTICE

PIONEER
'

THE NEW MEXIco·:

Page Four
. ·'

1

~

\

' · · '

Warren Registers
20 Points for. SAEs

•

'

.

'h

1...

;#''

Wedn~IJt'!~f.· ~~~~~ber 15, 195p.

' Student 'admission is by activity
ticket.
· ·· ·

Light up a PHILIP MORRIS
Just toke a puff-DON'T INHALE-and
s-1-o-w-1-y let the smoke come through
your nose. Easy, Isn't It? And NOW •• ,

-FLY-

.

the c~bbie said, "W.ho's got
blood?"
' To get the important things last,
we have our o;nions and' orchids
dept. : Orchids to th·e Lobo· team:
In no way did they disgrace the
University or j;he ~tate of New
Mexico, either on 'the field or other$isii. The Army pl#ers. silid''Hiat
New Mexico waa their tougpest opponent; ' excluding Michigan and
Pennsylvania to date. Orchids to
tbe men in charge of the trip.
Everything went smooth as silk.
l'he same flower to the Army team.
hei·e was a tremendous differ'ence in
watching tllis . game and a typical
Borqer Conference slugfest. ·
·
· The Army team played a hard,
straight, clean brand of football.
Their blocking was supe1·b. Onions
to certain New Yorlt and Eastern
sportswriters If it is their inte~
tion to build up the A1·my team, l
wish they would say so. If they·had
slar,ted theh stories any more,' they
would have to move to Shanghai
whe1•e slantness is expected. · ·
As has been proven tim\! ~nd
time again, there is little difference
in the 20th ranked team in · the
country and the first. Orchids to the
folks on hand at the airport when
the team got in. It means a 'lot. ·
Bradley University, from Peoria,

Student Constitution
Held Over Till March
A new Associated Students constitution, approved by the voting
faculty Monday, will probably not
be presented for student body approval in a general student election
until March, the Student council decided today,
Positive votes of 35 per cent of
the student body are required for
ratification.
The council reported that the new
document would not go into effect
until September; 1951, regardless of •
when it is mtified. Pa:;sage by the
UNM regents will be necessary after the student referendum to put
the constitution into effect.
The main reason fo1' the delay,
the council said, was to complet{l
arrangements for the allocation of
student activity ticket funds under
the new constitution. The amount
of money to be desi~nated to each
student enterprise receiving activity
ticket supp01·t will be voted upon
by the students along with the new
document in March, the council
said.

WEATHER
Fair today with increasing high
cloudiness tomorrow. Rising daytime temperature, cold tonight.
High 55, low 28.

Musical Notes ·.

Saturday to B.e Day
Honoring· Parents
Saturday has been· designated as
Parents' Day by the Student council.
All fraternity and sorority houses
will be open to students and their
families after the Bradley-Lobo
game, which has been dedicated to
parents. The Panhellenic council
and the Interfraternity council have
'lldorsed Part>nts' Day and plan10
are being made to observe it annually.
Students with activity tickets
may obtain game tickets for parents at a ·discount. Approximate
cost will be $1.
Seating arrangements for the
game and the exact cost of tickets
will be announced tomorrow.

Girls', Boys' Toys
Are Dance Tickets
The Alpha Phi Omega Toy dance
in the SUB tomorrow will feature
the Seven Sharps dance band. Don
George and the Loco Weeds will
provide the added attraction of a
floor show. The dance will be from
8 to midnight.
Admission is one toy per person,
not one toy per couple as was erroneously stated in a letter sent to
numerous campus organizations.
Girls' toys .should be brought by
women nnd men should bring toys
for boys.
A booth selling toys will be set
up in the SUB today and tomorrow
from 8 a. m. to 5 p. ni,
Persons unable to attend ·.the
dance are urged to give a gift
anyway.

• •

Free Concert Is T9doy ot Music Hall
The choral conducting . class·' of presentation of contralto Evelyn
the department of music will Open Miller and accompanist Morton
the student music assembly in .the Schoenfeld.
The fifth number on the program
Muslc building. at 5 p. m. today.
Rita Sharpes will be the conductor will be Brahm's "Verrath" with
in the . presentation of Mendels· Douglas Lawrence, bass-baritone,
sohn's "He Watching Ovm• Israel.'' and Jane Snow, accompanist.
Beethoven's "Sonata," Opus one,
J oail Beach, soprano, will give
her l'eildition of Spohr's "Rose Soft· .Nu~nher . two (Adagio, Menuetto
ly Blooming" and Franz's ''Er ist and Trio) will be the selection of
ge kommen" in the second number Beverly Eakins, pianist.
Closing the assembly will be
of the p1•ogram, Gene McDaniel will
Mitzi Reed, soprano, Douglas Lawaccompany her.
A trumpet solo by William Let- . renee, bass-baritone, and Jane
cher will be the third feature 'Of the Snow, accompanist. Th!!ir selection
assembly •.''Prelude and Ballade" by will be Mozart's "Susanna and
Balay is the selection, and Robert Figato.''
Eaeh week . the department of
Dahnert is the accompanist.
A selection from Bach's ''B Minor music offers these assemblies as a
Mass," "Agilus Dei," will lJe the public service. There is no charge,

